


BEYOND
Length: 25.55 metres (83' 10")
Beam: 5.86 metres (19' 3")
Draft: 1.40 metres (4' 7")
Number of Guests: 9
Number of Crew: 3
Built: 2019
Builder: Pershing
Flag: Portugal
Hull Construction: GRP
Hull Configuration: Planing hull
Stabilizers Seakeeper, at anchor and underway
Underwater lights
Premium sound in external areas and master cabin
TV 49' in the salon and master cabin
Smaller TVs in the rest of cabins

BEYOND motor yacht is a Pershing 8X of 26 meters length
built-in 2019. The carbon fiber revolution: this brand new
Pershing 8X is one step forward in the yachting construction,
ending on a lightweight and fast yacht which can reach 41
knots at cruising speed and 48 knots at maximum speed. The
dream and masterpiece of the “X Generation”.

DESTINATIONS
BEYOND superyacht is available for charter in the Balearics
Islands from her home port base in Ibiza. Marina Ibiza is one of

the best ports in all West Mediterranean, where it's also based
famous Lio restaurant.

ACCOMMODATION
BEYOND can accommodate up to 9 guests at night in 4
spacious cabins. The full-beam master suite in the middle, the
VIP to bow and the two guest rooms along the corridor. The
latter share the third bathroom, and one of the twin cabins has
a third bunk. The master cabin reaches 20 sqm, with the walk-
in closet and the bathroom creating a five-meter gap from the
engine room to improve quietness; a chaise longue and a
vanity corner complete the features. The crew of BEYOND
consists of 3 professionals who would take care of you during
your stay.

PERFORMANCE
BEYOND is powered by two 2638 hp MTUs, combined with
TopSystem transmissions with surface propellers. With these
powerful engines, the yacht reaches 48 knots for a cruise of 41.
Besides she has two sea keeper stabilizers which make
navigation and anchoring much more comfortable.

EQUIPMENT
TVs and music systems in all rooms, with premium devices in
the salon and the Master cabin. 

TENDER&TOYS



KEY FEATURES

1 Wide sport fly with a large 5 sqm sunbed, with the
possibility of a bimini

2
A new amazing feature Music Hull: it’s an audio system
integrated into the hull which allows you to listen to
music when underwater

3
Berthed in Marina Ibiza, in the VIP area just in front of all
the luxury boutiques and only some steps away from the
famous Lio restaurant
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BEYOND - Cockpit BEYOND - Exterior detail

BEYOND - Master cabin bathroom BEYOND - Bow



BEYOND - Main entrace BEYOND - Flybridge

BEYOND - VIP cabin BEYOND - Master cabin



BEYOND - Master cabin BEYOND - Twin cabin

BEYOND - VIP cabin bathroom BEYOND - Main salon



BEYOND - Exterior tale BEYOND - Main salon table

BEYOND - Layout



SPECIFICATIONS
ACCOMMODATION
Number of Guests: 9
Number of Cabins: 4
Cabin Configuration: 2 Double, 2 Twin
Bed Configuration: 1 Pullman, 2 Queen, 4 Single

EQUIPMENT
Engines: 2 x MTU 2638 16V2000M96L
Cruising Speed: 41 knots

WATERSPORTS
Tenders + Toys: Tender Williams 345 Sportjet
Jetski Seadoo Spark Jetbike3
2 Seabobs F5S
Paddle Surf
Wakeboard
Donut
Snorkeling Gear



LAYOUT



Disclaimer

This document is not contractual. All specifications are given in good faith and offered for informational purposes only. The publisher and company do not warrant or
assume any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information and/or images displayed. Yacht inventory, specifications
and charter prices are subject to change without prior notice. None of the text and/or images used in this brochure may be reproduced without written consent from the
publisher.


